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Mt Eustis Ski Hill Operations Plan 
 
Management Plan: 
A Nonprofit Corporation named Mt Eustis Ski Hill was formed on 10/25/2012 with the following 
members: David Harkless, Ronald Lahout, Geoffrey Lopus, Joseph Lahout, Christopher Hubble and Herb 
Lahout. 501 3c Nonprofit status has been applied for with the IRS on July1,2013. 

Purpose: 
• To re-open the Mt Eustis Ski Hill for the 2013 and future winters 
• To provide very affordable skiing for the area residents with no immediate tax payer 
impact 
• To keep the operation functioning year to year with minimal tax payer impact. 
 Mission: 
Mt Eustis Ski Hill is committed to providing affordable skiing and snowboarding to local 
residents. Due to current economic conditions and the expense of skiing at a major area, many 
local youth are not learning how to ski or snowboard. Mt Eustis Ski Hill will be available for in 
school, afterschool and local youth racing programs. It will also be open for adults and families 
on some weekday evenings and weekends allowing for a local skiing experience at a very 
reasonable price. The goal is to provide a positive outdoor experience for all local residents. 

 
Primary Contacts: 
Each member of the corporation will have responsibilities: 
 David Harkless and Geoffrey Lopus will be Managers of the operation. 
 
 David Harkless (603)616-6995 email: daveharkless@gmail.com  
 Responsibilities: Organizational issues, finances, Daily Operations 

 
Geoffrey Lopus (603) 616-4443 email: gjlopus@yahoo.com 

 Responsibilities: Daily operations, mechanical issues 
 
 Ronald Lahout (603) 387-6209 email: lahouts245@yahoo.com 
 Responsibilities: Fundraising, Daily operations 
 
 Christopher Hubble (917) 375-3136 email: chris@hubblephoto.com 
 Responsibilities: Daily operations, marketing and publicity 
 
 Herb Lahout (603) 616-7991 email: hlahout@aol.com 
 Responsibilities: Sitework, Daily operations 
 
Staffing Requirements: 
At least one of the primary contacts will be on site during any operating hours. Additionally there will be at 
least one certified ski patroller patrolling the ski area during rope tow operation. There will be two people 
trained in rope tow operation at all times, one stationed at the bottom of the rope tow and another stationed 
at the top of the tow with a clear view of the skiers using the rope tow. Training will be provided to all 
volunteers in ski area operations, safety and first aid. All staff will be voluntary, there will be no paid 
positions at this time. 
 
Safety Plan: 
A volunteer crew of certified ski patrollers will be formed to make sure adequate patrollers are available for 
safe operation of the ski hill. That crew will promote volunteerism and will train aspiring patrollers. 
Patrollers and volunteers operating the rope tow will utilize two way radios to communicate. A 
standardized accident report will be filled out for any incidents occurring on the ski hill. The ski hill will 
conform to all applicable rules and regulations as stated in the tramway regulations and N.H. Rev. Stat 225-
A:23 as stated below: 
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225-A:23 Responsibilities of the Ski Area Operator. 
It shall be the responsibility of the operator to maintain the following signs and 
designations: 
I. General Designations. The following color code is hereby established: 
(a) Green circle: On area's easiest trails and slopes. 
(b) Black diamond: On area's most difficult trails and slopes. 
(c) Blue square: On area's trails and slopes that fall between the green circle and black 
diamond designation. 
(d) Yellow triangle with red exclamation point inside with a red band around the triangle: 
Extrahazardous. 
(e) Border around a black figure in the shape of a skier inside with a band running 
diagonally across the sign with the word "closed" beneath the emblem: Trail or slope closed. 
(f) Orange oval: On area's designated freestyle terrain without respect to its degree of 
difficulty. 
II. Base Area; Information to Skiers and Passengers. 
(a) A trail board shall be maintained at a prominent location listing the ski area's network 
of ski trails, slopes,  and designated freestyle terrain in accordance with the 
aforementioned color code and containing a key to the code in accordance with the above 
designations; said trail board shall further designate which trails, and slopes are open or closed. 
(b) The ski area operator shall warn skiers and passengers by use of the trail board, if 
applicable, that snow grooming or snow making operations are routinely in progress on the 
slopes and trails serviced by each tramway. 
(c) A map shall be available at all ski areas to all skiers and passengers indicating the 
system of ski trails, slopes, and designated freestyle terrain in accordance with the 
color code in paragraph I. 
III. Ski Trails and Slopes; Information and Warning to Skiers and Other Persons. 
(a) The operator shall mark the beginning of each alpine ski trail or slope with 
the appropriate symbol for that particular trail's or slope's degree of difficulty in accordance with 
RSA 225-A:23, I. 
(b) The beginning of each alpine ski trail or slope is defined as the highest point of the 
trail or slope. Lower trail junctions and intersections may be marked with a degree of difficulty 
symbol. 
(c) The operator shall mark the beginning of, and designated access points to, each alpine 
trail or slope that is closed with a sign in accordance with RSA 225-A:23, I(e). For purposes of 
this subparagraph, "designated access points" means the beginning of a trail, slope, or any point 
where an open trail crosses or intersects the closed trail as shown on the ski area's trail board and 
trail map. 
(d) The operator shall mark the beginning of and designated access points to terrain with 
the appropriate symbol in accordance with RSA 225-A:23, I(f), which sign shall warn the skier 
that the use of the terrain is at the skier's own risk. Further, a sign shall be placed at each lift 
depicting the symbols in RSA 225-A:23, I(a)-(f) describing the trail or slope that the skier may 
encounter by utilizing such lift. 
 

Disabled Accessibility: 
 Every effort will be made to conform to ADA regulations. Adaptive Sports Partners of the North 
Country (ASPNH) has expressed an interest in offering services for disabled skiers. Hopefully that comes 
to fruition. Any buildings and at least one sanitary facility will be handicap accessible. One parking spot 
will be deemed Handicap parking. 
 
Insurance: 
 Mt Eustis Ski Hill will obtain a commercial general liability  insurance along with Ski area 
insurance provided by Mountainguard Insurance or other insurance company that provides insurance to ski 
areas. The liability limits will be $1 million per incident. 
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Operations: 
Mt Eustis Ski Hill will operate at least two weekday afternoon/ evenings and both weekend days. A 
proposed schedule may (subject to change) look like the following: 
 Monday: Closed 
 Tuesday: High School Ski team training 3:00-6:00pm 
 Wednesday: Local school ski program 12:00-4:00pm 
 Thursday: Open Skiing 3:00pm-7:00pm 
 Friday: Open skiing 3:00-7:00pm 
 Saturday: Open Skiing 12:00pm-7:00pm 
 Sunday: Open Skiing 11:00am-4:00pm 
The ski hill will be open for skiing and snowboarding, no sledding will be allowed. There will be two open 
trails with a natural gladed area in between the trails (see site plan). A terrain park or man made stunts may 
be incorporated but will be dictated by analyzing insurance risks. The main slope will be lit for evening 
hours with the plan of expanding the lighting to include the second trail in future seasons. Snowmaking is 
not planned at this time but hopefully will be planned for in future seasons. The two main trails will be 
groomed occasionally. Sledding will be promoted more at Remich Park. 
 
Fees and Pricing: 
 Currently we plan to operate under a donation only basis which will minimize our liability under 
land use liability protection laws.  
 
Snow Making and Grooming: 
There will not be snow making at first, but our long term plan is to design a small efficient snowmaking 
system that would cover the main slope first and possibly expand to the new “D” shaped trail later. Every 
effort will be made to groom the two main trails once a week once there is enough snow. We are hoping to 
procure a used groomer from one of the major ski areas or groomer manufacturer either through a grant or 
donation.  
 
Noise and Lighting Mitigation Plan: 
The rope tow will be powered by a gas powered engine which will be enclosed in a small building at the 
top of the slope. The building will be insulated with spray foam in the engine room to muffle noise. The 
engine itself will be equipped with a standard muffler and will exhaust out the building opposite any 
abutters properties. The main slope will be lit using very bright flood lamps, they will be positioned on 
poles directed away from abutting properties. The hours of operation will also dictate that the lights will not 
be on past 9pm or so. 
 
Complaints: 
Any formal complaints will be taken seriously, and will be recorded in writing. To resolve complaints the 
board members along with the designated representative from the town of Littleton will meet and come up 
with a resolution, that resolution will be proposed to the person who filed the complaint. Then after a given 
amount of time the situation will be revisited to see if the complaint has been remediated satisfactorily. If it 
hasn’t then the town manager, Parks and Recreation Commissioners, and selectmen will get involved. 
 
 
 
Proposed Improvements 
 
Logging Removal Plan: 
Objective:  reclaim existing trail, and clear a new trail; to offer a variety of safe and fun skiing experiences 
for beginner and novice skiers alike. 
Existing Trail:  Looking up at the current trail from the bottom of the hill. 

− left side of  the trail needs to be cleared of trees and brush approximately 75' wide.  
This will reclaim the old width of the trail and allow new rope tow to be installed in 
the same location as the old tow. 

− right side of the trail needs a few trees and brush  removed to expose light poles 
currently standing for lighting. 
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New Loop Trail:  This will be a new trail for novice skiers to give a no barrier experience.  The trail will 
start at the top left of the tow and loop out and down past the warming hut to end at the tow.  This will need  
a clear cut of trees and brush about 50'-100' wide. The trail will be about 1,500' long. 
 
Beginner Area:  Located bottom left of the rope tow, approximately 125' by 300' needs to be cleared of 
trees and brush.  This location will help keep the beginner skiers contained from novice skiers. A great 
location right in front of the warming hut so parents can easily monitor their children. 
 
Glade Area:  Very little will need to be done as far as tree removal.  Some brush will need removal.  Glade 
skiing is very popular and a great experience for skiers. 
 
Common Areas:  Warming hut area connecting to the parking lot mainly will consist of all brush removal. 
 
Snowmobile Trail Relocation Plan: 
Currently the existing Snowmobile Trail enters the Mt Eustis parking lot and goes directly up the small 
access road to the base of the hill. It then follows up the old rope tow line to the top of the hill and 
continues straight passing the lit cross to the left and exits the property. An RTP grant from NH Trails 
Bureau was applied for in January of 2013 and was awarded on April 9, 2013 the funding must be used 
between 7/1/2013 and 6/30/2014. A copy of the application and approval letter will accompany this 
document. 
 
Parking: 
There is ample room in the existing parking lot for twenty vehicles. There is additional room near the base 
of the rope tow for five more vehicles that would be volunteer vehicles since there is no egress. The current 
owners of the old hospital will be contacted to see if overflow parking can occur in the old hospital’s rear 
lot. The parking lot’s dimensions would stay about the same as they are currently but drainage ditches and 
culverts will be cleaned out and the surface will be leveled out and suitable for vehicular travel. 
 
Drainage: 
The parking area and access road have adequate drainage in place, it just needs maintenance. Fill will be 
added to the parking lot where it has washed out over the years. Culverts cleaned and drainage ditches 
maintained. The lot will have a designated entrance and exit area with barriers preventing other entrances. 
 
Schedule of Proposed Improvements: 
2013: 
Rope Tow construction 
Warming Hut installation 
Lighting on main trail 
Tree Removal 
Snowmobile trail relocation 
Parking area grading 
 
 


